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AUGUST P. RICHTER
Editor of Der Demokrat, Davenport, Iowa, 1884-1913
An Appreciation
BY F . I . HERRIOTT
Professor in Drake University
(Concluded from April Number)
My acquaintance with Dr. Ricliter began in the latter part of
1906. I was prosecuting a study of the preliminaries of the
National Republican Convention of 1860 in an effort to explain
the first nomination of Abraliam Lincoln for the presidency of
the United States ; and I had become possessed with tlie notion
that tlie Germans, especially the German refugees of the Revo-
lution of 1848, had exerted a potent influence in the final de-
termination of that eelebrated eonvention. A letter asking Dr.
Ricliter some questions and indieating my growing belief brought
an instant reply that gave me specific data confirming my tenta-
tive belief and giving some definite leads whieh proved of super-
lative worth in the outeome. The most significant fact in his
reply, as the event proved, was his cordial good will and his offer
of liis good offices in my investigations.
During the following ten years in the jiursuit of my researelies
I appealed to Dr. Richter for aid in many and various ways.
Tliroughout the correspondence several facts stand forth lumi-
nously in my memories—his gracious and generous efforts in
furtlierance of all my requests, the keenness of his appreeiation
of the important primary facts, liis accuracy and care in state-
ments of fact, tlie absence of bias, narrowness or prejudice in
his consideration of matters in issue, his anxiety to be scrupu-
lously fair in criticism or in drawing any adverse inferenee. Fur-
tlier. Dr. Rieliter's continued kindness was manifested steadily
tlirougli the years under conditions of constant business exac-
tions of liis own that with nine out of ten men would have barred
even inclination, let alone aetive, effeetive effort in compliance
with requests.
Dr. Ricliter was a busy editor of a daily paper. His task'
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could not be slighted nor delegated. Its accomplishment nor-
mally would leave the average editor aweary at the day's close
and intolerant of anything save diversion. Letters seeking either
much or minute information on matters of historic interest chiefly
are likely to be regarded as mere presumption, amounting to
aggression on one's peace. An oppressive sense of sorry laek of
consideration has distressed me as I have examined his many
letters giving me extracts and memoranda, and anon extended
transcripts, sometimss in German and sometimes in translation,
frequently with careful comments as to tlieir significance or cor-
rect interpretation, taken ehie.'ly from the columns of Der Demo-
krat for the years 1854, 185G, 1858, 185!), Í800, and now and
then from the contemporary English papers of Davenport. Two
facts only will possibly seeure me pardon on the last day of
judgment, namely: Dr. Ricliter's cordial eneouragement to me
to ask his aid whenever he could assist in my searches for faets ;
and my zealous effort to aehieve a purpose that he. Dr. Riehter,
very much desired to see accomplished, to wit, the demonstra-
tion of the eonspicuous and dominant part taken by the Germans
in the first nomination and election of Abraham Lineoln, presi-
dent of the United States.
After taxing his generosity until my own conscience balked,
and after eonsiderable hesitation I ventured to ask if he could
secure me the loan of the files of Der Demokrat for the years
1851-GO inclusive so that I could personally search for the data
I needed or might discover. Tliis accommodation he promptiv
arranged to my great convenience, but apparently not without
some opposition and protest. He told me some time later when
in Des Moines that some of the older residents of Davenport
when they heard of what he had done protested against the file
leaving the basement staek room of the City Library where they
were deposited for safe-keeping because of the serious risk of
gross injury or utter loss in transit. Were it not violating the
proprieties I should like to reproduee his vivid account of the
encounter with some notables anent his consideration for me.
Fortunately, no misfortune attended; I seeured substantial col-
lections of transcripts and memoranda and returned the files
unharmed to their proper plaee. It was an aet of graee on Dr.
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Ricliter's part wliicli made me very gr.atcful and later liis many
personal and public expressions when my various studies ap-
peared in tlie ANNALS OF IOWA, in Downer's History of Scott
County and Davenport, in Deutsch-Amerikanische Geschichts-
bläHer, Jahrbuch der Deutsch-Amerikanischen Historischen
Gesellschaft von IUinois and in the Transactions of the Illinois
State Historical Society, between the years Í907 and 1919, made
me feel that my returns had partially paid my lieavy debt to him.
His generousness in good offiees and good will needs no further
exposition but exeerpts from tliree liastily written letters in his
busy year just before be laid down his editorial pen and de-
parted for California may be given in the way of illustr;ition :
Sept. ], 1912.
This time imicli newsp.iper work, nasty politics and the heat ancl
aggressiveness of the atmosjjliere, in combination, liave to serve as an
excuse for my not having complied sooner to your request of August 10.
I liope the translation although made in great haste will be clear
enough to be understood by you. * * *
May 13, 1913.
Last night I found in a file of the Davenport Democrat, of 189G, a
re])roduetion of a Lincoln letter, which I hiive copied for you. Probably
this letter may not be new to you; I had read of it long ago, but it had
gotten out of my mind.
Aug. 23, 1913.
I shall leave my position here on the Demokrat about September 1
and hope to start for California about a week later. Whenever you
think 1 can furnish some information in regard to Iowa I hope you will
write to me. Wishing you success in your laudable but laborious under-
taking, * * *
Aeeompanying the first letter quoted were fifteen pages con-
taining translations of editorial or news items pertinent to my
inquiry or summarizing certain drifts of the comments or policy
of Der Demokrat in pre-Civil War discussion.
Another phase of the courtesy and marked consideration ac-
corded me by Dr. Riehter in tliose j'ears I did not appreciate at
the outset, nor for some years. My first inquiries in my studies
in 1906-07 were made with no knowledge wliatever that he was
planning a history of Davenport, and not once did he disclose
his purpose until near the time he concluded his work on Der
Demokrat in 191.3. My inninnerable quests and requests intruded
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bluntlj' into tlie very heart of what lie knew full well were some
of the most interesting, and momentous ehapters or seetions of
such a liistory as he had in contemplation, for the part of the
Germans in the crucial formative days in Iowa and in the forma-
tion of tlie Republiean party in this state was at once definitive
and major in character. I was seeking data that he appreciated
to the full.
The true significance of the action of the Germans in the pre-
liminaries of tlie National Republiean Convention of 1860 had
not been sensed by any of the post-war historians and he was
aware of the preponderant eonsideration given the German
voters in tlie gubernatorial campaign in Iowa in 1859 in the
nomination of Nieholas J. Ruscli of Scott County for lieutenant
governor, and the significance of the resolutions of the German
Republicans of Davenport of Mareh 7, 18Ö0, and I was asking
him to give me some of the finest fruits of his own laborious re-
searches. Normal human nature would be loath to respond to a
bothersome, confounded Ausländer," He might have easily
avoided answering, as many under such circumstances would have
done—and justly. Or he might have declined for lack of time,
or sent me meager answers with no important or illuminating
data. But far from so doing was his eourse. His answers were
instant, generous, and complete, throughout the ensuing years.
And not one scintilla of a sign did he give out tluit I was poach-
ing on his preserves, "jumping his elaim" or "rustling his stock"
as our pioneers would phrase it. I was not guilty of conscious
aggression but as I have canvassed his letters in the light of
what I now know I have a sorry feeling that I am chargeable
with presumption.
2My use of Ansliiiuler in the nnrrative nliove expras.se(1 my feelings Init it is
metaphorical and not a statement of faet. A query by a reader of the manu-
.script impeli.s an explanation. Dr. Richter in a kind reference in his Tnie]ii,'!lirfi/ of Scott Counly, Chap. XX, The. Democrat and Leader, Nov. 7, 1920.
says: "Professor Ilerriott is an American descendant of a Hugnenot family
wliieii lias for generations resided in the United States." In tiiis instance lie is
sliglitiy in error. I was born near New Liberty in Liberty township in the
liortiiwest corner of Scott County. Iowa. My parents were natives of Pennsyl-
vania; my fatlier was a descendant of a Scotch line wiiicli came to this country
ill 108.'» and my mother of .'in Englisli stock wliich eaine in the thirties of the
last century. My father ieft Scott County in 1872 becanse lie was surrounded
by Germans with whom he couid not easily carry on an ordinary conversation.
My .studies of the Germans in pre-Civil War polities were not indnced by either
Germanie atTiiiations or associations or prejndices but were wlioily the ineidental
resuit of a wide-ranging investigation of the major factors and forces eontioliing
in tile preliminaries and proceedings of the national Kepuhiican Convention at
Ciiicago, May l(j-18, 1800. So. while a native son of Scott County, I liad the
feelings of an intrusive and presuinptious Anftitivtier when I took advantage, so
greedily, of Dr. Kicliter's exceeding good nature and drew so many heavy drafts
on his stores of information.
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Lest some may feel that I am allowing personal preferences
and prejudices to impel and control judgment, I venture to give
the following excerpts from letters to me from associates and fa-
miliars of Dr. llichter. Each one had personal relations or busi-
ness contacts with him of a sort whicli give intimate knowledge
of the man's character and disposition. They are from Fred A.
Lischer, one of the Lischer Brothers who succeeded their fatlier,
Henry Lischer, in the ownership and management oí Der Demo-
krat; Mr. J . E. Calkins, city editor of The Democrat, froni 1889
to 1903, now residing in Pomona, California; Dr. Walter L.
Bierring, whose boyhood was passed in Davenport, now a dis-
tinguished physician resident in Des Moines; Hon. Charles A.
]''icke, sometime county attorney of Scott County and later mayor
of Davenport, generous patron of the Academy of Science and
donor of the extensive Collections of the Municipal Art Gallery
of that city; Hon. J . W. BoUinger, judge of the District Court,
1897-1911; Miss Grace D. Rose, librarian of the Publie Library
of Davenport, 190(>-1920, now of Morristown, New Jersey; B.
F. ï i l l inghast , editor of The Davenport Democrat from 1888-
1907, now of Crescent City, Florida; and Max Baum, secretary
of the German-American Historieal Society of Illinois sineo 1912,
of Chicago. The exeerpts follow:
Dr. Richter was always very quiet and unassuming at his work * <t *
Every day would find him at liis desk at tlie same hour. * * *
Ilis relations with his coworkers were always friendly and lielpful,.
willing to assist others in their work at all times, and willing to give
whatever valuahle information he was able, whenever lie wiis asked.
When lie took a stand on any vital question, ho was very outspoken.
Nothing would swerve him from the position he had taken and he wonld
fight out the matter to the very end.—Mr. Lischer.
I went to Davenport as city editor of the (English) Democral. in
May, 1889, and soon after that date T became acquainted with Dr.
Richter. I left the position of city editor in November, 1903. During
those fourteen years I had the pleasure of many agreeable encounters
with Dr. Richter. * * *
Dr. Richter was ten or fifteen years older than I, and because of my
comparative youth might have been expected to assume a somewhat
patronizing attitude toward me, but this he never did. lie was th<iiv
oughly German, in feature and speech and other characteristics, .-md
he was also thoroughly a gentleman. He habitually wore an expression-
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of grave dignity, but had not a trace of pomposity, as far as I ever saw.
Sometimes this aspect of gravity seemed to" indicate that he was quite
heavily burdened, but it was always relaxed most agreeably whenever
we met, and our meetings were always on the even level, and with great
mutual respect, and as far as I know, sincere mutual regard.
Ours was the leading evening paper in the English language, and his
was a morning paper in the German. Naturally I often found it a con-
venient shortcut to call upon him for something with which he had
better contact than I, and, on the other end, he rather often came to us
for information that was not easily accessible to him. It was always a
pleasure to me to give to Dr. Richter anything in our shop that he
could use, and I never failed to have complete and apparently pleased
reciprocation on his part. On the many occasions of my calls upon Iiim
I always found him busy, liut never hurried or flustered or excited, and
I am not able to remember any such call that was not marked by invi-
tation or even urging to linger a while. He liked to talk with friendly
persons, I judged. The interchange of a quiet hour, I always felt, was
a real relaxation to him. I never met him socially, but I have no doubt
that he was the same quiet, agreeable, dignified gentleman on all occa-
sions. I have no idea of the kind of books he preferred, but I cannot
imagine that wild western stories, or aeeounts of the frivolings of
modern high society, or tales of lurid adventure, or amazing detective
stories, made any appeal to him. He always seemed to be trying to do
something tbat appeared to him to be worth while. He- had tlie most
nearly perfect knack of letting you know that he held you in friendly
regard, yet at the same time relaxing none of his fine poise and dignity,
that I ever saw, I think. I missed much by not being able to read the
German to any great extent, but I was aware that his page carried many
a bit of quiet sarcasm that it would liave done a mere American real
go-jd to read. Occasionally a quaint liit of humor, or a light shaft of
this same sarcasm, without much barb, if any, would break into our
chats; but I can not recall an instance in which he shot any pointed
word at me that could inflict even the slightest wound upon my most
sensitive point. Our ideas about things did not always line up exaetly,
but Dr. Ricbter was always a gentleman of culture and consideration.
One of the plainest memory pictures of those old newspaper days is Dr.
Ricbter strolling leisurely around the corner to our door to ask for
some morsel for Der Demokrat that he had reason to believe I might
have concealed about me. If it were a hot summer evening he was
probably white-shirted and bareheaded; and almost invariably a rather
long-shafted underslung pipe, of potent fiavor, depended from his lip.
I cannot remember that I ever saw liim smile, but I seem to remember
that he always looked mighty pleasant. As far as I knew liim lie was a
man of the sort to be an intimate of greatest charm and benefit. And
when he was bent upon something that was to be done he was, after the
manner of his painstaking people, never to be daunted by the sixe of
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the task, or the heat and burden of the day. Toward tlie latter end of
our acquaintance I learned that he was at work upon a history, and
since then I have seen sometliing of that liistory. He matle it a vast
thing in its minuteness and detail—as I should have expected him to do.
In his latter days, also, he was sorely heset by physical ills. Tbese, also,
I am compelled to imagine, he met with fortitude and the sort of en-
during courage that cannot be conquered. I must admit that I had only
some glimpses of the sort of man he was inside, but these bits of circum-
stantial evidence all went to paint him to me as one of the men I have
known wbo were always earnest, sincere, industrious, dependable, kindly
and courteous, and well worth cultivating. I fear tbat he did not get
from me as much of pleasant good as he gave me, while unconscious
that he was giving anything at all. I remember that I always carried
away from our meetings the impression that be was of ttiat unselfish
type that found it better to give than to receive.—Mr. Calkins.
During the middle eighties I was a earrier boy for Dor Demokrat.
As this was a morning paper I saw the editor. Dr. Riehter, only occa-
sionally.
I recall his stopping one day to say, "My boy, you are living in a
wonderful age (wunderbare Zeit) and you will live to see things that
we know nothing of now."
While my contacts were rather limited, nevertheless, a vivid memory
remains of bis soldierly figure, kindly interest in boys, and a strong,
unusual personality.—Dr. Bierring.
Dr. Riehter was very tolerant towards those who differed with him
in matters of religion. I do not recall an unkind verbal or written
statement hy bim regarding men wbo differed with him on that question,
except when they sought to encroach upon the rights and liberties of
others who held eontrary views. * * * He was deeply interested in
everything that stood for eultural advancement—education, art , theatres
and music. His reports for his paper on concerts and plays were clas-
sies.—Mr. Ficke.
My first acquaintance with Dr. Riehter arose while I was a high
school boy in the early eighties. I was then an intimate friend of Julius
Lischer, whose father was Henry Lischer, the proprietor of the Der
Demokrat. One of our aetivities in those days was a debating society in
our high school. Julius Lischer, Henry Vollmer and myself one time
debated the merits of prohibition with three students of Griswold Col-
lege, which then flourished in our city. Of course we had the wet side
and the college boys the dry, and Dr. Richter took an interest in tbe
debate as mucb as if we were bis own ehildren. He gave us data and
facts and figures about the prohibition movement, tbat we never would
bave found otberwise. And when we won the debate he was jus t as
pleased as if he were actually our own age.
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As you know, in the eighties the German element of our town was
probably fifty per cent by actual count, but its influence in public
opinion was really greater than that. * * * and our Germans were nearly
all Republicans and the jollification over Garfield's election at the old
'J'urner Hall in Davenport was a scene I shall never forget. * * *
But soon the prohibition amendment in our State Constitution came.
'J'he Republicans were blamed locally for it. You recall our Supreme
Court declared the Amendment unconstitutional in the famous case of
Koehler v. Hill, This was tried before our Supreme Court sitting iu
Davenport. Dr. Richter from then on was always very prominent in
all political matters in this city and bis paper and bis peu made the
German force felt to the fullest extent. Iu it he always seemed to me
to be far less concerned about politics and political parties than be was
about what be thought to be the basic wrong of prohibition as a moral,
economic, aud social experiment. He was a most upright man in all
respects, and yet resented the enforcement by law, of all tbe old pro-
hibition laws.
From tbe latter part of 1897 to tbe beginning of 1911 I found it my
official duty to sign many decrees closing saloons in this city. Each one
of these was a thorn to bim as tbe Inter eoluinns of his paper will show.
But I always liked bim, always admired him, and regretted much when
bis late afternoon came aud he left our city for the coast.
He was one of a type, and it was an old type, that came to Iowa
and did so much to make the rugged virtues of citizenship predominate.
And, as I love to think and agree witb you, did so much to help make
Lincoln president.—Judge Bolliuger.
Dr. Richter was oue of the friends that I made wbile librarian in
Davenport wbom it was a privilege to know * * * we saw bim fre-
quently in the library and he was ever ready to help me iu the selection
of German books for our eoUeetiou.—Miss Rose.^
I knew Dr. Riebter intimately. * * * I was editor of tbe Davenport
Dailii Democrat, Tbe offices of botb papers were in tbe same bloek, aud
tbe Doctor's "den" and mine were but a few feet apart. * * * We dis-
cussed uiany subjects.
He was an honest aud ardent opponent of the free silver cause as
represented by "William J. Bryan in 189(!. So was I. Both jiapers were
normally Democratic but both fought the silver craze nationally and
lociilly, going so far as to refuse to support Democratic nominees for
Congress if they sympathized with Mr. Bryan.
» « » » *
In all movements for municipal advance he eould be depended upon.
For several years I was president of the Davenport Cbapter of the
American Red Cross. There were oecasional appeals for help. I shall
later section for balance of Miss Rose's letter.
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never forget the siilid lielp Dr. Richter gave me and the cause. He
could always he counted on in that way and others.
He \v;is a student of local history, and probably the best informed
man hi Scott County in that respect. He was patient and persistent in
looking up facts and trusted his imagination for nothing.
I doubt if any Iowa editor was more independent in word and in
thought and deed thiin Dr. Riehter. He did not follow public senti-
ment, which so often changes, but upheld the views he believed in at
any cost. He was serious in all that he did and wrote; well grounded
in the siil)jects he discussed. He was on friendly terms with his fellow
newspaper workers, all of whom esteemed him highly.—Mr. Tillinghast.
Dr. Riehter, as I knew him from correspondence and the opinions of
other ])eople with whom he eame in dally contact, was one of the finest
German-Americans one could meet; he was a nobleman in every senSe
and in the truest sense of the word. He had an excellent edueation and
was of the same type as Dr. Ernst Schmidt, the father of Dr. Otto L.
Schmidt, a real scientist and thorough and reliable in every word that
he uttered or wrote.—Mr. Max Baum.
Such golden memories are not produeed by the eommon man
in the street—that medioere mortal ever found in the crowds and
tlie proeessions. Tiiey are not produced by the man of marked
ability, simply. They arc the refined reflections of years of close
observations of a man in his daily walk and talk in his relations
with Iiis workfullows, whose character sliines forth elcar and
staunch amidst life's wear and tear and the buffetings of fate,
and through sunsliine and storm stands foursquare to all the
winds that blow.
On the morning of April 19, 1909, Dr. Riehter achieved the
twenty-fifth anniversary of his editorial service for Der Demo-
hrat. He eame to his office as usual, but in some astonishment;
for without eonsulting liim the publisliers, the Messrs. Liseher
Brothers, and his assoeiates of the working staffs had gotten out
a "special edition" of the paper in which his quarter centennial
was celebrated by a "special edition" in very truth. His fea-
tures in photogravure and artieles laudatory of his character and
work greeted his readers. When he entered his sanctum he was.
further astonished. I will let a few extraets from the pen of his
English eontemporary, Ralph W. Cram, editor of The Daven-
port Democrat and Leader, the following morning, deseribe the
occasion:
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DR. AUGUST P. RICHTER'S LONG AND ABLE SERVICE
* * * * *
Dor Demokrat has a record not surpassed by any other paper in
Iowa printed in German. * * *
The paper has been fortunate and exceptional in the character of its
editors. * * *
Twenty-five years ago yesterday Dr. August P. Richter joined Der
Demokrat'.i slaf, first as city editor, and in a short time as editor. In
recognition of his faithful service the owners of the paper placed on
his desk yesterday morning twenty-five of the best Ameriean beauty
roses. Attached to one of the roses was an envelope and enclosed in
this was a letter expressing appreciation and congratulations. Within
the letter was a most substantial financial token, one that made Dr.
Richter speeehless, not only for recognition, but the practical va'.ue.
He had no knowledge of what was going on in the office. * * *
No paper has a more devoted editor; he is at all times faithful to the
demands of h.'s work. No one has known Dr. Riciiter to take a vacation.
Aside from the discussion of local and public questions Dr. Richter
has found time to gather more historical material than any other his-
torical collector in this part of the state.
In the Academy of Science, the Public Library, the Turner Society,
the puhlic schools and other wortliy organizations. Dr. Richter has
shown a lively interest, and they are all in debt to him. He is a man of
strong convictions and fearless in defending what he believes to be
right. A more modest man, or one who more carefully shuns notice, it
would be impossible to find. That lie may live long to continue his
work is the wish of all who know him.
In these exeessively laborious days of "early closing," half
holidays, junkets and vaeationings, "time off" for luncheon hours
and golf, six-hour days and "five-days-a-week" in order to "create
work" and insure a high level of rigor, rest and recovery for the
poor mortals tied to the wheels of modern industry, the daily
routine of Dr. Richter, while prosaie and unromantie, is very
interesting and, indeed, instructive if one is seeking the eauses
and conditions for the "high eost of living," the alleged grief of
the farmers, and the increasing anarchy within the domestic
circles of the land.
Dr. Richter continued his quiet but strenuous work on Der
Demokrat with no variation until September 1, 1913, when he
laid down his pencil, having entered upon his thirtieth year as
editor and the seventieth year of his life. His retirement brought
forth an interesting editorial appreciation in 'The Daily Times
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from the pen of James E. Hardman under the caption, "Dr .
Riehter Retires."
After suggesting that a great community does not consist sim-
ply or mainly of miles of paving, or massive buildings, or mere
numbers of people, but rather of men and women who are ani-
mated by "compelling ideals, eertain ambitions, habits of thought
and plans of action," Mr. Hardman says:
Dr. Richter luis been a conspicuous figure in the newspaper life of
Davenport for many years. He lia.s been thorough, conscientious, plain-
S})okcn, and sometimes vitriolic. But wbether one bas been able to
agree witb him either on account of politics or because of opinions
wbicb be beld and defended so ably, one must concede tbat be was not
afraid to speak plainly and forcibly in defense of bis convictions. And
after all it is sincerity and straigbtforwardness that count in any walk
of life.
Tbe people of Daven¡3ort will regret tbat Dr. Richter has decided
to put aside his pen and to leave Davenport. No one can tell how many
years his influence here will be felt and his work live in Davenport.
But wbo will undertake to measure what one man witb bis pen bas done?
Within a week Dr. Riehter was on his way to his daughter's
home in Los Angeles, California. His plans for the ensuing
years were very clear-cut and specific and had been in his mind's
eye for many a year and most fondly did he look forward to their
realization in a happy, hard earned leisure, uninterrupted by the
ruthless cxaetions of daily editorial duties.
Dr. Ricliter took with him his aeeumulations of memoranda
and notes whieh for thirty years and more he had been systemat-
ically garnering from the columns of Der Demokrat (1851-1913)
and its English anteeedents and contemporaries in Davenport^
all neatly filed in eonseeutive folios—which he had collected for
the purpose of writing a history of Davenport and Scott County.
All conditions and all prospects for the achieveroent of his
task were favorable. He thought he was in excellent health. He
knew exaetly what he wanted to do. He had aehieved the in-
finite drudgery whieh your true seholar must get through in his
preliminary survej'S before he ean begin the exaeting task of
composition of his narrative with its intermittent analysis, de-
scription and critical judgments upon events, men and measures.
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Willing hands were ready to protect him against annoyance and
to do his slightest wisli in forwarding his program for effective
work. '
He got under way with his work at once. The skies were blue
and fortune smiling. But alas! and alack! The telling lines of
the sweet singer of Scotland tells us that the Sahle Sisters often
have contrarj' notions and now and then cut the threads of Fate
,in utterly unpredictable fashion:
' The best laid plans of mice and men
' ' Gang aft a-gley,
• ' And lea'e tis naught but grief and pain
For promised joy.
Suddenly from the centre of the cerulean vault came in rapid
succession crashing bolts, striking without warning and without
niercy, ruthless and devastating—bolts which appalled him and
his friends and alniost annihilated his Spartan courage and stern
stoieism.
After the manner of many a literary and scholarly man Dr.
Riehter was far from a close-fisted, hard-headed, cool, calculat-
ing business man. He was not possessed with a consuming zeal
to acquire dollars and with them in possession he was not prone
to hold on to them with a deathlike grip. When practicing medi-
cine at Lowden and Mt. .foy he did not charge substantial fees.
More serious, if patients were not prompt in paying or delayed
unduly or refused, he seldom proceeded to summary measures to
collect. He seemed to assume that if tliey could pay they would,
and if tliey did not they eould not, so what was the use in harsh
measures. In Davenport his generous disposition was generally
known, for immigrant and itinerant or transient Germans in dis-
tress or sore straits ever and anon appealed to him for aid, and
usually his purse strings would tie less in consequence. Earnest
repi-esentatives of legitimate and righteous enterprise? eould se-
cure his interest and involve his bank aecount or capital reserves,
albeit perfectly naturally, but sometimes to his loss. Thus for
years he paid premiums on insuranee polieies in "mutual fra-
ternal" orders or companies, and then in the course of time in-
creased rates would be inflieted upon the polieyholders, the en-
hanced rates beeoming an intolerable burden. Again, following
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the le¿id of tliose lie deemed wise in worldly matters he invested
what were to liiiii eonsiderable sums in tlie seeurities of mercan-
tile and mining companies^ Florida lands, ;ind elsewhere. Be-
tween 1910 and 1914 financial depression eame upon the country.
About the time Dr. Kiehter was getting under way with his work
in California the contraction affecting the financial marts hit his
investments and he suddenly found that which he had confidently
assumed would be sources of ineonie for him would be deficits.
In short his losses were serious, and his resources almost elimi-
nated. It was a peace-disturbing situation at his time of life.
But there was no outery, no harsh reerimination and no bemoan-
ing his lot. His letters and his conversation were now and then
tinged with cynieal irony in consequence of the vanities of human
hopes. Pie concluded with Isaiah that the Lord of Hosts tests
men, as nations, "with the sieve of vanity"; and witii Spartan
firmness he proeeeded to earry on.
But the frowns of the Fates did not cease. Alas ! they in-
creased. When making ready to remove to California one daugh-
ter warned him as to the possible unwisdom of sueh a radieal
change in his daily routine of life. But he foresaw no difficulty.
He reckoned, however, witliout his host, his physie;d Self. He
undertook the earc of a garden. Witli characteristic definiteness
he went about it and set to work vigorously and rather strenu-
ously. This taxed liim more seriously than he antieipated. He
found that he suffered from fatigue. The outdoor work was not
the sort of exercise to whieh he was used. His feet and legs
began to suffer. At the outset he presumed that it was simply
the necessary difficulty endured in getting used to a new routine
calling for new sets of muselés. But the distress persisted, in-
creased, and interfered with his work so seriously that he deeided
to return to Davenport in April, 191 1—partly to eonsult with his
old family friends, tlie Doetors Carl and Henry Matthey; partly
to recoup his finances; and partly to be again with old friends
in Davenport.
His physicians made him realize that he was suffering from a
serious malady. Developments soon became tlireatening. A gan-
grenous necrosis appeared in his right fopt, His own physieal
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distress, however, was a minor matter to him for his heart was
torn by tlie fatal illness of his friend. Dr. Carl Matthey. De-
spite his own diseomfort Dr. lliehter almost daily walked to the
home of his friend until his death in the forepart of July. Dr.
Henry Matthey persuaded Dr. Riehter to go to Mercy Hospital,
July 29, to insure rest; and on September 17 Drs. Walter
Matthey (son of Carl) and Lawrenee W. Littig removed the
right foot. This drastie proeeeding did not remove the menaee.
In Deeember they had to remove the left foot.
Within a few days he was able to sit up and receive his friends.
On Christmas eve he was back in his apartments. His pbysieal
vitality and spiritual vigor were remarkable. Within a short
time he began to consider the feasibility of artifieial substitutes
for the excised feet; and as soon as assured of their practica-
bility secured them and began at onee to regain his ability to
walk. Dr. Littig gave him for many weeks more than profes-
sional care in assisting him in the difficult task. I t was not long
before he eould negotiate three flights of stairs if need or in-
clination prompted.
During those trying months there must have been many mo-
ments of utter depression. But there was no bemoaning of his
lot, no carping at the hard blows tlie Fates were dealing him.
His one eontrolling thought was the achievement of his History.
This hope drove and focussed his efforts. The day started with
the morning issue of Der Demokrat. When weary of eomposition
or pouring over liis notes or searching in the files of old papers
pinoehle with his daughter or friends gave him diversion.
Meanwhile with no intimation that he was in trouble of any
sort Dr. Riehter was cheerfully answering my various intrusive
letters to him asking for information that assumed not only stores
of information and cheerful willingness to answer but more or
less effort and eorrespondenee on his part. Between April 27 and
August 9 I received two post cards and four letters, some with
enclosures of extended data about the careers of two German
editors of pre-Civil War days—John Bittman of the Staats Zei-
tung of Dubuque, and Henry Ramming of Der Demokrat of
Davenport. In two of them he tendered apologies for not an-
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swering more promptly. When later I became aware of his con-
dition I suffered feelings wliicli are not pleasant to recall. I t
was a cliance statement in a letter from Mr. Henry B. Gniffke of
Der National Demokrat of Dubuque earlj' in January^ 1915, that
made me aware of the catastrophe Dr. Riehter had endured.
A few sentences from two letters of Mr. Downer from whom
I liave already quoted will suggest the eheerful sturdy eourage
and the congenial humor and humanness of the man in the midst
of his distress:
This afternoon [Jan. 21, 1915] I went to see my old journalistic run-
ning mate Dr. Richter and I told him that your letter brought me. I
found him hi his flat on the third floor of the Walsh aparements, seated
in a wheel chair watching sundry small villains in the school yard oppo-
site trying to pound the heads off euch other. The doctor showed me
ynur last letter and appreciated your thought for him and explained
that he only wrote a few letters but did not mean to forget you.
Seated in his wheel chair he looked out on the world and found it
good. He was still captain of his soul. His friends climbed the stairs
to enjoy his friendship. They will always remember him.
Sucli complete retieenee, such self-repression in tliese hectic
days of "self-expression" and "self-exploitation"—when so many
"enjoy poor health" and nurse all of tlieir aehes and pains and
ccinmunic.ite with all and sundry outside the family circle in the
most "intimate confidences," when hypochondria has beeome a
fashionable liigh art and "affected by public interest"—such abil-
ity to consume his own smoke and to suffer in silence discloses a
character at onee rare, attraetive, and strong, and one may dis-
cern therein why a golden glow makes radiant the memories of
Dr. Rieliter's friends.
The contents of a letter of Dr. Riclitcr to me of November 28,
1916, are given in eonsiderable part to indicate first liis variable
health, second, his pcrsistenee in his work, and third, his stoical
acceptance of the result of the presidential election of that year.
* * * * *
I beg your particular pardon for not lifiving written sooner.
Your contribution to the German American .Jahrbuch has, of course,
been read by me with the usual interest."* * * * Old Nick had me by the
fiUefers to my Monograph on The Premises and Si'jniflcance of Abraham Jjin-
coln's Letter to Theodor Ùanisius.
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neck. Tli;it long and terribly hot sjicll in July was too much even for
me, and I was prostrated by the heat. My condition was such that
(without my knowing it) my daughter in New York was telegraphed
for. She, however, came too soon for a funeral. Among the many
victims of the summer's heat was a good friend of mine, the former
telegraph editor of the Der Demokrat [Manfred Mainliardt]. * * *
My little work is going on—slowly. I am somewhat handicapped by
my physical defects. As you are well aware, this kind of work is grow-
ing In scope while in hand. It will eventually be doubly as big as I
originally expected, notwithstanding my efforts to cut it short.
The election has disappointed me, but I do not take its result very
tragically. It cannot be changed. I have voted for Hughes, Harding
and Hull (our congressman) and also for Theophilus for Supr. Court.
I think Iowa has done well in recording her protest against the methods
of warfare indulged in by some of the papers and some of the orthodox
churchmen. There Seems to be some hope for the future!
Wishing you a good Thanksgiving appetite, I am sincerely yours,
A. P. Riehter.
Meantime—worse than the loss of liis invested funds, and
worse than the loss of feet, he had to watch and endure the hell-
ish progress of the horrors of the infernal war in Europe. For
four years he had to keep his head level, his eyes clear of cinders
and dust, and his tongue between his teeth amidst the eyclonie
reaetions of "war-hate" whieh raged all about him within his
home city and in tlie nation at large.
If there was one fact more than another whieh stirred Dr.
Rieliter's pride it was the eonspieuous role played by emigrants
from Germany in our national history, as the illuminating pages
of Professor Faust's The German Elcmciit in the United States
(1909) demonstrate beyond all eavil. Davenport, and Seott
County, received thousands of Germans and Hungarians, for the
most part refugees from the oppressive conditions they endured
in Sclileswig, Holstein, Hanover, Prussia, Hungary and Austria.
They had prospered notably and constituted a major division of
the population of the eity and eounty. Their history, their trials,
and suceesses and distinctive contributions to their new father-
land. Dr. Riehter had looked forward to reeounting with the
fondest of antieipations, and well he might for he had a splendid
story of fine suceesses to relate.
Despite sundry instances of irritation and inflammation of the
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relations between our government .and the German Empire—with
Bism.'irck over .S.'imoa, with K.-iiser Williehn II .anent liis adverse
He.'iltli and Meat inspection laws in retaliation for tlie MeKinlcy
Tariff law of 1890, his effort to organize a coalition against ns
in our War with Spain in J898, the von Diederiehs interference
with Commodore Dewey in Manila Buy, and the clash with Presi-
dent Roosevelt over Venezuela—Germans and Germ.'in culture
were held in high esteem by Americans generally.
But the Sable Sisters, who were gracious and encouraging
when he got under way, suddenly flamed and blazed forth in
black and hideous fury. The sullen, ill-suppressed, long-smolder-
ing racial and religious hatreds and politicil prejudices of the
peoples of Centr.al Europe, by the assassination of the Austrian
Crown Prinee at Ser.ijevo in June, 1911, were brought to focus
and flashed forth in eyclonic rage.
Wlien the first war clouds burst in .July, 1914, American feel-
ings were mixed. Austria's insensate harshness in her ultimatum
to Serbia astounded us and ereated much sympatliy for that small
state. Between Russia and Austria we were indifferent and inert.
We were more or less unmoved in the grand clash between Russia
and France on one hand and Germany and Austria on the other.
But Germany's violation of Belgium, wliich precipitated Eng-
land's entry into tlie maelstrom, produeed a violent revulsion that
swept the great majority of our citizens into pronounced oppo-
sition and, as the Iiorrible struggle proceeded, into inereasingly
hostile criticism of the course of Kaiser Wilhelm II and his high
command. Despite our President's and our people's wish we in-
evitably becmie involved and finally plunged into the titanic
struggle and the Iiorrible mania of "war liate" took possession
of us. All tilings German were proscribed and Germans, native
sons, no less than immigrant sires, were looked upon with .alert
and crass suspieion. It was a liideous deb.'iele of all that makes
for eivilization. But sueh is war wlien it comes!
During 1914-1.')-1(; the air was split witli rancorous discussion
among us as to tlie sins and virtues of the contestants. The
charges and countercharges wrecked the h.abits of eourtesy and
consideration of citizens, one for the other, if they differed in
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feelings and opinions. Germans naturally—as blood is thicker
than water—sympathized with their families and eountrymen
liemmed in by the awful wall of fire. ïliey had no use for
Frenchmen or Russians. Nor eould they see superlative virtues
in tlie British. And have we been predisposed to sing the praises
of Britain^ espeeially with the embittered Irish in a constant
chorus of hate for all things English ? For one hundred and forty
years "anti-Englisli" propaganda has been the stock in trade of
American politicians. But tlie sufferings of Belgium, the gas at-
tacks, the submarine violations of international law, and the Lusi-
tania were too much and the hideous cacophony concluded in our
entry into the war.
Dr. Riehter watched the progress of the awful struggle in
Europe with utter distress of soul and the developments on this
side the water were to him a veritable medley of misery.
Many of his dearest friends found themselves under surveil-
lance and anon charged with obstructional or treasonable con-
duet because they did not realize that governments, even though
they stand stoutly for liberty of speech during peaeeful times,
are ruthless in the suppression of serious eritieism of their course
in waging hostilities. Cicero diseovered this fact: Silent enim
leges inter arma.
The reaction against German eulture was so violent that Iowa's
chief executive was seized with the popular panie and issued
May 23, 1918, with dubious authority, a proelamation proscrib-
ing the use of the German language in our public schools. While
primarily aimed at the publie or tax-supported schools, colleges
and the State University, all private colleges and universities
were also hit hard in the matter of instruction in German lan-
guage and literature. The Governor's pronuneiamento produees
some eurious reflections when we know that tliose in control of
the high commands of European military establishments exaet
mastery of the languages of their immediate or probable national
enemies by their officers, high and low alike.
Dr. Riehter had to stand by and witness another sorry result
of the harsh reaction against all things German. He was en-
gaged in more or less intermittent substitute work on Der Demo-
hrat over whieh he had wielded editorial eontrol for so many
years. Public hostility and suspicion beeame so serious that its
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local clientele became frightened, fell away and in 1918 the
Lischer Brothers felt forced to discontinue the further publica-
tion of the paper tliat liad been a proud possession in tlieir fam-
ily for virtually sixty-two years, and tlie first German paper to
be publislied in the state, having been started in 1851.
It does not require the poet's diseerning eye to imagine the
sorry feelings of Dr. Riehter as lie witnessed the crash of things
round about him. For the most part, although neither indifferent
nor supine, he followed the scriptural injunction and suffered in
silenee, as is the wont of the elect of earth. Nevertlieless, the
influence of his personality was feft and it was pervasive; and
on occasion lie let fiis voiee be heard when he could aid in the
amelioration of the bitterness and devastation of the war. One
appearance of Dr. Riehter lives vididly in the memory of one
who saw mueh of him in the Publie Library, Miss Graee D.
Rose, who was librarian from 1906 to 1920. In a letter to me,
written at Morristown, New Jersey, where she is now librarian
of the Morristown Library, she says :
My last recollection ot Dr. Richter was at a Red Cross meeting
during the war, after the entry of this countrj' into the struggle. He
spoke in deep sorrow over the situation, but urged the German-born
Americans to aid the Red Cross in its work of mercy and to he loyal
to their a<lo])ted country. He expressed doubt of some of the atrocities
that were heing circulated against Germany but regretted that the
world was plunged into the war by that country. It was a fine, sane,
and highly patriotic speech that he made.
But the skies were not all a dense black. A genial glow light-
ened some portions here and there, and now and then a flash
brightened things. His friends were near and many and they
wished him and his work well. A letter from Davenport's most
notable son, the nationally known jurist. Judge John F. Dillon,
urging him to compass the aehievement of his history must have
"lifted" him, to use a Seotch phrase. Anxiety on another score
was removed when the same fine friend, who had liglitened the
load in the dread hospital experience, quietly assured him of
funds to insure him against personal finaneial loss in its publi-
cation. Meantime he had striven to forget and lose himself in
the work in wliich genuine delight was liis sufficient reward.
It is not always easy to determine what precise!}' impels one
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to under take a seliolastie task, espeeially in tlie realm of his-
torieal exposition. Sometimes it is a mere aceidont, or ineident ;
sometimes it is merely another project in the business of earning
one's livelihood; and, anon, it is a resultant of a eomplex of in-
fluenees, anteeedent and eollateral, in whieh idealistic sentiments,
ra ther than mundane advantage, energize, control and eolor effort.
The recollections of liberty-loving Germans dur ing the pas t
century and a half have heen a maze of eonflicting memories.
Their history has heen a story of intermit tent sorrow and suc-
cess, of distress and domination, of suhjection to foreign op-
pressors and of lusty amhitions for world power ; of J ena and Se-
d a n ; of the pitiable helplessness of Frederick William and the
serene assurance of Kaiser Wilhelm I ; of the promises of con-
sti tutional government and popular rights and the erash of all
their liopes in 1848; of the crass indignities inflicted upon Queen
Louise hy Napoleon hetwcen Jena and Fr iedland and Tilsit and
the harsh t reaty signed thereat and of the ut ter ruthlessness of
German offieers in dealing with the Alsatians in Zahern in 1913,
a Crown Prinee eongratulat ing them and ineiting them. Immer
feste darauf (Go it s t rong) ; of vom Stein and Hardenberg and
Bismarek and von Molkte ; of Gottfried Kinkel and Carl Schurz,
of Kar l Marx and Ferdinand LaSa l l e ; of Koerner and Schiller
and Bernhardi and Nietsehke; of the War of Liberation and
Waterloo and of the late World Hor ror and the Trea ty of Ver-
sailles.
The harsh and stupid governments of the Hohenzol lerns , the
H.'ipsburgs, Romanoffs and the Danish dynasty dur ing the mid-
dle decades of the last century drove thousands of German .and
Hungar ian liberals from their native lands in Germany, Austr ia ,
Russia and Schleswig-Holstein to our friendly shores—for the
most pa r t , scions of the highest university culture and soeial
rank. With them came hundreds of thousands of ar t isans and
laborers , merchants and peasant f.'irmers, all of whom eagerly
sought either land in fee simple or the r ight to enter any indus-
trial occupation and to rise to the limit of their abilities and
effort. He re they entered mightily and suecessfully into all forms
of industry and eommercc, into the ar ts and sciences. They came
to us, espeeially their notable leaders , with their hearts on fire
with hopes for human l iberty and constitutional government
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which would protect individuals against tlie arbitrary conduct
of rulers and their bureaiieratic chiefs and henchmen. During
the stormy fifties they entered with furious zeal into the anti-
.slavery agitation and became a major fighting corps of the newly
formed Republican party, and can justly elaim a conspicuous, if
not dominant part in tlie selection of Abraham Lineoln for the
presidency, and in saving the Union in the Civil War ensuing.
It was knowledge of these things that stirred Dr. Riehter «and
impelled him to gather facts about his fellow countrymen in
Davenport and Scott County.
Another elustcr of faets, we may suspeet, animated him be-
sides pride in the aehievements of his fellow Germans in this
Western Mesopotamia. I'or most mortals their history is un-
eventful—a round of normal, prosaie duties and events whieh
do not exeite publie interest nor induce headlines in the press.
"Happy is tlie people" says Montesquieu "whose annals are un-
interesting." But the lives of tlie eommoners, and their leaders,
are at onee the basis of the strength of the state and tbe warp
and woof whence is woven the nation's substantial history. But,
and here is the rub.
* * * * * * * * * life so fast doth fly
We learn so little and forget so mucli.
Further we are wont to see the major things—the high moun-
tains—and overlook tlie minutia near at hand or under our feet
in which inheres the poteney of life at large, be it society, or the
state. Moreover, Dr. Iliehter knew tliat the microscope, no less
than the majestie 200-ineIi teleseope, discloses tlie great eon-
trolling determinants of life and health and happiness. Tliis fact
may explain in part his early formed purpose to gather the ma-
terials for a history of the part taken by his fellow Germans in
the history of his home eity and eounty.
But another fact may have been an impelling motlvej In the
mass and rush of things most of the best that enters, into and
forms the solid substance of a state or nation's history is either
not seen, or if diseerned, not appreciated or soon forgotten. Most
of the effieient servants of mankind are quiet and unostentatious.
In consequence they are unheralded. Those in the seats of au-
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tliority—those who strut across the stage, or about the streets
in high-heeled cothurnus—get the applause, and the hewers of
wood, the men in the ranks, are unthought of and unsung. Dr.
Riehter may have had the stirring last lines of Theodor Koer-
ner's Aufruf, or "The Summons to Arms," 181.3, in mind:
Doch stehst du dann-, mein Volk, bekränzt vom OUicke,
In deiner Vorzeit heil' yem 8ie(jer<jlanz:
Verffiss die treuen- Toten nicht vnd .lehmiicke
Auch unsre Urne mit dein Eichenkranz!
(* • * when thou, my folk, by fortune favored,
Stand'st crowned in victory's halo
Do not forget thy faithful martyrs,
Adorn our urn with live oak hough.)
Or, as he pondered the sorry eomplexes of adverse fates amidst
which most mortals pursue their progress, and in whieh lie was
himself involved he may have thought in tlie refrain of a later
German poet, Carl von Holtei, in his "Lorbeerbauin und Bettel-
stab" :
So schwindet Alles hin, Blut,, Herz und- Sehmerz,
Und, nur der Sän</er kommt nach lanyer Frist
Und sammelt, reas iviif Oräbem yriint und- blüht
Als Nachxmichs alter, ewiy pinyer Saye.
(Then all will vanish, heart and hope and pain.
Until some poet comes, in later days.
And picks what sprouts ¡md blooms on sunken graves
Like verdant aftergrowth of ancient lore.)
Dr. Riehter seems to have been constrained by such sentiments.
In the daily lives of his neighbors, yokemates and fellow burgh-
ers, he saw both poetry and patlios ; and he deemed their
Odyssey and Iliad no less interesting and no less instructive than
the recitals of their High Miglitinesscs and Sir Oracles who
thunder through the pages of our ordinary histories.
M i^th sueh memories and amidst the Iiard blows the Fates were
dealing him Dr. Riehter began the preparation of the manuscript
for two stout volumes. The first was published in 1917 after our
nation had plunged into the European Horror. It was entitled:
Geschichte der Stadt Davenport und des County Scott nebst
Seitenblicken auf das Territorium und den Staat Iowa and eon-
tained 713 pages inelusive of inde.x.
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Although written in German and designed for his German
compatriots, and with a natural emphasis upon tlie prominence
of the emigrants from the Teutonic countries of Europe, it was
not a "pro-German" narrative in any sense of "Pan-German-
ism." Dr. Riehter was thoroughly in love with his new homeland
and he dealt frankly, generously and seientifically witli all other
racial elements wliieh entered into the making of the fair city of
his adoption.
He gives us in rapid sketches the beginnings of political and
social life in Davenport and its environs, tlic French and British
rule, the controversies between British and Americans, and the
territorial jurisdictions. The narrative is not overloaded with
gossipy personalia. It deals primarily with the basic, the insti-
tutional or the organic structures in the life of tlie people, and
with persons as tlieir eharacters and influenee determine the in-
stitutional or express the common life or soeial drifts.
Thus we read of "Sqaatter-Regierung" and "Primitive Rechts-
pflege" which plaj'ed sueh a prominent part in the aetual life
of the settlers in their first settlements and in the polities of the
day as they took form in the "Claim Associations." We have a
chapter on "Jefferson Davis' Liehesrov{an" and "Drcd Scott,
lDer Sldave, in Davenport." In Cliapter 14, "Wirken, Leiden
und Freuden unserer Pioniere," we are given interesting touches
of the daily work, the daily trials and the domestic amusements
of the pioneers; and in Chapter 16, "Die Prairie," he deseribes
with the poet's sense for the fineness of things the first views of
the gorgeous landscapes our forefathers enjoyed with the masses
of brilliant flowers and "the mists of green" the eyes reveled in
before railroads and artifieial civilization cut through and altered
the faee of nature. He summons Bryant and Whittier and other
bards to his aid in expressing his feelings and opinions.
The first half of the volume is devoted exclusively to the gen-
eral beginnings of Davenport in the pre-territorial and terri-
torial and the early state periods with little or no referenee to
Germans. The second half is devoted largely, although not ex-
clusively, to the prominent part played by the German immi-
grants, beginning with Chapter 35, "Die Eroberung von Scott
County durch die Deutschen," In rapid succession we are told of
"Die Achtundvierziger" [the Forty-eighters] (37) ; 'Die Unga-
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rische [Hungarian] Immigration" (39) ; "Der Davenport Män-
nerchor" (41); two cliapters on the German press; two on the
TuT7i-G(:meinde and its leaders (44-45) ; "Die Schleswicj-Hol-
stein'schcn Kampf genossen von 1848-1850" (50), dealing with
tlie memories of the many emigrants from those war-torn prov-
inces of Denmark and tlie strong sense of eomradeship they ever
after felt in tlieir new homeland, far from tlieir ancestral penates.
The German seliools and the German theater are dealt witli in
two eliapters (4G, 51) with feelings of pride.
In two chapters only does Dr. Ricliter show liis German re-
sentment of "nativistie" or so-ealled "Americanistie" notions and
publie poliey, namely, in liis Chapter 53, "Davenport's Wachs-
thuni und Modernisirung" (Development and Modernization) in
whieh he touelies upon "Temperenz und Knownothingismus—
Das "Maine Liquor Law"—Eine "Whiskey liebellion," ete.
wherein he dwells upon various phases of politics in the stormy
deeade just before the Civil War. Few historians dissent from
tlie assertion tliat malevolence of tlie rankest sort rolled over the
nation in ugly tides between 1852 and 1858, and the foreign born
were subjected to outrageous mistreatment under the guise of
"Americanism," and in eonsequenee they regarded mueh of the
sumptuary legislation of the period not only as fanatieal Puri-
tanism but as pliarisaieal aggression against them and tlieir old-
time eustoms. In his next and last ehapter Dr. lliehter lets his
feelings go in a short, pithy poem entitled "Die Neuesten Mar-
seillaise" whieli he reprinted from Iowa Reform. It was a sar-
castic skit anent anti-German prejudiee.
Alas ! his high hopes of the laborious years were utterly dashed.
The whole world was out of joint. Ugly tides of rancorous
"anti-German" feeling were rolling over the land and completely
shattered all chances of a favorable reception for his Gesehiehte.
The adverse conditions were sueh that the preparation of the
second volume of the Gesehiehte beeame a matter of grave doubt.
One interesting story has eome to me that illustrates the con-
fusion of the day and somewhat of its perplexity: The manii-
seript, I have been informed, was prepared and forwarded to the
printer—the latter, it is alleged, beeause of the hostile attitude
of the people and the government then towards everything Ger-
man, became alarmed and in a panic of fear destroyed the manu-
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script. Tlic recollections of others in Davenport, and tliose with-
in tiie family circle, while not able flatly to contradict, cannot
confirm. One thing, however, is true: the manuscript of the sec-
ond volume is not extant.
All Dr. Richtcr's friends recognized the mistake in judgment
he had made in publishing in German; but they were no less
certain that his "Collections" and his Geschichte contained much
which they and the public should have. Many influential friends
urged and encouraged him to reproduce and extend his narra-
tive in English. Arrangements to this end were made.
In the forepart of 1920 Dr. Richter returned to his daughter's
home in California where he passed the remainder of his days.
His folios of memoranda and notes went back with him and he
devoted his leisure time to the composition of the narrative that
was outlined and started before he left Davenport.
Amidst all these sorry buffetings of Fate Dr. Richter stead-
ily carried on, although at times he must have worked in a state
of despair and utter depression of heart. With some hesitation
I venture to quote generously from a letter of his to me of June
9, 1920, written from Long Beach, California. It states with
painful frankness the ruthless wreckage of his fondest hopes;
but the letter :ilso displays his sure b.'dance of judgment, a serene
stoicism that made him master of his soul:
The time W!is not proijitious for the book ^Geschichte von Daven-
port]. Most of the Germans in Davenport, ¡ntimi<l;ited liy Gov. Hard-
ing and the Couiieil of Defense, were afraid to buy a Gerniim book, or
to be found in possession of one. Many otliers were not interested, and
the younger generation, whiie yet iible to understand and speak tlie
language, cannot read a German book or paper. From my persona!
experiences, old und reeent, I can assure Gov. Harding and others that
their presumption that by the use of the German language the foun-
dations of the Repubilc could be undermined, is entirely wrong.
My cash loss in the undertaking iimounts to fully $1200. Of the 2000
printed copies I had only 1500 bound, leaving the others with the
printer. About 27.5 have been sold as literary garbage to the .junk dealer
at one-third of a cent a pound, bound books bringing mueh less than
old newspapers.
I am now writing a history in English, which appears in instiilhnents
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in the Sunday issue of the Davenport Demoernt, beginning April 11th.
Not being able to do any physical work, I consider the arrangement
with the paper a very good one. I occupy my time in an agreeable
manner and remunerative one, earning au "houest dollar" at the rate of
$ per installment, and publisher and writer think they are per-
forming a little public service.
* * * * *
The scries as it appeared in the Demoerat was entitled :
A TRUE HISTORY OF SCOTT COUNTY
ITS PEOPLEJ CITIES, TOWNS AND INSTITUTIONS
A Monument to Our Predecessors and an Example
For Their Successors
By Aug. P. Riehter
The series appeared continuously in the Sunday issues from
April 11, 1920, to November 13, 1922, 136 installments alto-
gether, eaeh amounting to four solid columns per Sunday in small
eight-point or brevier type, to use the typesetter's jargon.
Public interest in his historical papers was sucli that, a j'car
and a half later. Dr. Ricliter was asked to eontribute additional
chapters to The Daily Times. The series began May 3, 1924.
It eonsisted of 36 installments concluding January 3, 1925. They
dealt with the origins and notable events and men of various
communities, townships and towns and smaller cities of Seott
County either not considered, or inadequately portrayed in his
first series, namely, Allen's Grove, Bettendorf, Blue Grass, Bowl-
ing Green, Buffalo, Donahue, LeClaire, Prineeton, Pleasant Val-
ley, Rockingliam, Summit, Walnut Grove and others. Character-
ization or exposition is not feasible as I have not had aeeess to
the files of the Times.
It is regrettable that the type of the True History was not so
set that the forms eould have been lifted, rearranged and rerun
in book form. The narrative whieh will be a valuable eolleetion
of local data in an easy running narrative, would thus have been
preserved for both private and publie use for years to eome. As
it is now it will not be many years before the files of the Demo-
crat (and the Times also) will be unusable, because printed, as
our daily papers now are, on flimsy wood pulp paper those files
will at best have but a short life; and not very long either unless
speeial eare is exercised by the guardians of stack or store rooms
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wherein such files are housed; religiously to keep the heat below
normal.
The narrative of Dr. Ilichter's Geschichte, as published, came
down substantially to 1856. The narrative of the True History
reaches the middle of tlie nineties. The latter, like the former,
is neither annals or chronicles in form, nor a collection of
biographical memorabilia, nor a scrap heap of miscellaneous data
dealt with hit-or-miss. Further, in the second, as in his first
narrative, he exercised the severest restraint in keeping out such
literary padding as "biographies" of the innumerable local nota-
bles, male and female, with which so many of our eommercially
promoted county histories are loaded down. The men and women
given particular mention were tliose justly lauded for their ener-
gy and poteney in the upbuilding of the eounty and its institu-
tions or in determining the course of publie policy or the turns
and twists of loeal politics and governmental administration. In
gener.al his English History of Scott County proceeds chrono-
logically, but within each deeade or period covered we have the
personal and the public intermingled in an interesting fashion ;
now general political movements are dealt with in vigorous
strokes and then personal episodes and pieturesque personalities
are presented. He was writing primarily for his old-time fellow
citizens and he ineludes many names which severe literary teeh-
nieians might not mention, but they were all among the dramatis
personae. His English is always lucid and limpid. His descrip-
tions of persons or places or situations are pithy and vivid. His
comments and characterizations of men and measures are pointed
and vigorous.
Dr. Riehter did not allow himself even in this popular series
to pursue the praetiee, very eommon in loeal histories, of indulg-
ing in exeessive laudation of his eity and eounty, asserting that
all within their confines were the first, the finest, the greatest,
the most important in the state or the country or "the world"
and so on ad nauseam. There is a notable absence of all in-
vidious or odious comparisons whieh alienate or irritate the ju-
dicious and the stranger who may peruse his narrative.
Another faet stands out in the clear. The narrative is straight-
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forward and impartial. It gives the lights and the shadows, the
good and the bad, progress and perversion. There is no over-
emphasis of this or that set of faets or interests or promotion
of any propaganda or peculiar views. While Dr. Riehter was a
sturdy Teuton and proud of the great role of his fellow Germans
in the history of Davenport and environs, you would not suspeet
it from the quiet presentation of the part which they took in the
common progress of the eity and eounty. I am certain that an
"Ameriean" ehronicler would have laid his brush on thieker in
laudation of the virtues of the Germans and "played up" the
notable roles by Germans at various junctures of the local, state
and national history with ostentatious discrimination. I do not
mean that he does not display his interest in the Germans, for
he elearly does, but ¡lis natural prejudiee is displayed mainly
by quiet eorreetion of prejudicial errors or the explosion of popu-
lar presumptions entertained as regards alleged perversive cus-
toms or conduct of the Germans. Dr. Riehter was a Prussian
by birth, and tradition credits Prussians with a ratlier lusty self-
assertion, but he devotes more consideration and bestows more
favorable comment upon Hungarians and Schleswig-Holsteiners
than upon any other group of his fellow Germans.
The stormy deeades of the fifties and the sixties reeeive more
extended and detailed treatment at Dr. Ricliter's hands than the
two decades following, and not unnaturally, for in the fifties
Iowa was beeoming aware of itself and receiving those flooding
influences whieh determined her public policy for the next half
century. The nation and the state were torn with the momentous
discussions that shook the nation to its very center, and the en-
suing Civil War was a eonvulsion whieh rived and scarred our
common life most fatefully and from the sorry eifeets thereof
we have not fully recovered.
Dr. Ricliter's accounts of developments in Scott County give
us a cross section of the state and nation at large ; and they are
both interesting and instruetive. The antislavery movement and
the formation of the Republican party and its conquest of the
seats of authority in Iowa in 1854 and 1856—the outbreaks of
malevolent antiforeign prejudiee which blazed forth in incen-
diarism and brutal outrages under the guise of Know-Nothing-
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ism—the "Temperance" ;igitation and tlie passage by a popular
referendum of a "Maine Liquor Law" prohibiting tlie manufac-
ture and sale of alcoholie stimul;ints—the coming of the railroads
and the wild craze for the issuance of bonds by eounties to pro-
mote tlieir construction^the crucial state political campaign of
1859—the exeeution of Jolin Brown and the outburst of German
sympathy for him in Davenport—all tliese dramatic develop-
ments are clearly and eompreliensively considered.
The same favorable opinion will follow upon reading the stir-
ring chapters on tlie events of the Civil War. Davenport was
then no mean eity. I t was a commereial eenter on the Mississippi
of eonsiderable influence. Its proximity to Roek Island and its
arsenal and collateral industries gave it primary military im-
portance. Her eitizens were very alert and energetic in doing
their share in the prosecution of the war to save the Union.
Camp MeClellan hard by enhaneed their loeal eoneern for it was
a rendezvous for mustering and training troops. He has gar-
nered much that should not be forgotten.
Tlie chapters dealing with the events of the two following
deeades are packed with interesting clusters of facts showing the
general developments of Davenport, the commercial and politieal
entrepot of the county. One might profitably linger over their
contents with mounting interest and instruetion.
The narrative is not a eontinuous solemn proeession of erudite,
ponderous, and solid prose. I t is a moving panorama of the life
of the people; and precisely as in life tliere is a constant varia-
tion in the nature of the contents. Business and manufacture one
moment engages us ; then art and music, the theater and tlie
Academy of Seienee or the work of the schools. Churches and
their problems are under our eye with sympathetic consideration,
and then the infinite perplexities of government may be the next
matters to engage the reader's attention. The ordinary minutia
of life comes into the narrative. Programs of meetings, sueh as
the eelebration of notable anniversaries, with the names of all
the speakers and their toasts or themes, and anon the menus of
banquets revive the memories of Davenporters. Dr. Riehter's
poetical inclinations are elearly indicated in the frequent quota-
tion of lines from famous poems ancient and modern and often
from loeal bards. The nature of the eliapters afford the residents
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of Scott County a history somewhat after tlie manner of Mr.
Sullivan's Our Times.
There are many valuable—indeed it is not too strong to say
invaluable—chapters in Dr. Richter's True History for the fu-
ture historians of Iowa, but there are none more interesting and
instruetive than those dealing with the history of the various
state wide movements for statutory prohibition of the manufae-
ture and sale of alcoholie stimulants, whieh had its first culmina-
tion in 185.5 and tlien again in the latter part of the seventies and
the forepart of the eighties. The fury and fanaticism of the latter
eampaign are far from reproduced, although one may perceive in
the quiet reeit¿il of the major faets and developments mueh of the
material that produced the bitterness and rancor. He does not
"let himself go" in deseribing the exciting experiences of the citi-
zens of Davenport in the referendum on the Constitutional
Amendment of 1882, and the dramatie events leading to the de-
cision of the Supreme Court in the noted ease of Koehler ». Hill
(60 Iowa, 543) which was handed down by that court in session
in Davenport in which the amendment adopted by a majority of
30,000 votes east at a most hotly contested election was deelared
invalid because of serious defeets in the procedure of the Gener¿d
Assembly in passing the proposed amendment preliminary to its
submission to the people. Four simple, short words, ' o r to be
used," were in the Amendment on its passage through the state
Senate in the Eighteenth General Assembly. They were not
found in the enrolled bill signed by the president of the Senate
in the nineteenth session. Tlie Amendment submitted to the
voters was not reprinted verbatim in the journals of eaeh house,
as passed, in the eonseeutivc sessions of the General Assembly,
as specifieally required by the provisions of the Constitution of
Iowa. The explanation of the excision or omission—whether due
to elerieal inadvertance or sinister design—may not be feasible.
But it was a teehnicality of the sheerest sort; but its observance
was clearly mandatory. The intense bitterness following the
publication of Judge Day's ruling, in wliicli five out of the six
justices sitting in the hearing eoncurred, probably has never
before nor sinee been equaled in the history of the state.
Had Dr. Richter wanted to indulge in biting contempt and
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point a moral of enormous significance he might have called at-
tention to tlic difference between the hurricane of abuse whieh as-
sailed tlie justices of our high court in 1883 for standing square-
ly upon the technical terms of the supreme law and the halle-
lujah chorus of superlative praise for the justices of the same
high court thirty years later when in the case of PilJcington v.
Potwin (163 Iowa, 86) they held invalid and ineffective the
petitions of tlie owners or operators of ninety-nine saloons in
Des Moines seeking renewals of their licenses under the Mulet
Law—so holding because a young lady employed by them had
inadvertently negleeted to secure the renewal of lier notarial
commission^ the sheerest sort of a technicality—so holding de-
spite tlie frantic efforts of attorneys in their behalf and the
passage of a retroaetive "legalizing" or "curative aet" by the
General Assembly pronouncing them without virtue^ pendente
lite nihil innovetur. But, although the crass ineonsistency of the
"friends of temperance" screamed to heaven, Dr. Riehter held
his pen, and we may easily imagine the glint in his eyes and the
sardonic smile that spread over his stern countenance as he re-
flected upon the violent differences when it is your ox whieh is
gored and when it is the other fellow's ox.
Dr. Rieliter's fine balance of judgment and his habits of cour-
tesy and eonsidcration for tliose with whom he had differed are
shown unequivocally in dealing with churches and clergymen and
with what he and others regarded as "the infernal temperanee
question." He had suffered acutely many a time by reason of
the eontemptuous and harsh criticism of his course in stoutly re-
sisting fanatical propaganda demanding restrictive legislation in
matters which he earnestly believed to be properly with man's
personal discretion under the principles of our Constitution and
traditions of freedom; and churchmen were more than ordinarily
harsh in their referenees to him. But while he wielded a pen that
was sharp, and if need be, he eould dip it deep in aeid inks and
scoreh his eritics by scathing sarcasm, his True History con-
tains no retorts in kind. He does not allow himself to "get even"
with his maligners. He was eontroUed by the kindly injunetion
in Mathcw Prior's well-known lines (in whieh I substitute "their"
for "her") :
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Be to their virtues very kind;
Be to their faults a little bliiul.
Although a nonehureliman with the views of an agnostie it
matters not wlietlier Dr. Riehter is dealing with Catholies or
Protestants or Evangelicals or the Salvation Army there is no
contempt and no indulgence in flings or flouts—rather a fair and
generous presentation of the matters affecting eaeh. Thus in
dealing with Father Pelamorgues or Bishop Cosgrove of the
Catholic Cliurch, or Bishops II. W. Lee and W. S. Perry of the
Episeopal Church, or the llev. Jonas Hartzell, the "Camp-
bellite" minister of the Disciples of Christ, lie is gracious in
discriminating their publie achievements and recalling the pub-
lie's applause of their lives. Hon. Hiram Price and Mr. A. C.
Lulton were doughty champions of temperance and prohibition,
but their cliaraeters and good works are portrayed in generous
colors.
Davenport, within the eoming three or six years, will celebrate
its eentenary. Her citizens will have very mueh in the history
of tlieir fair city to reeall with pride. Her ehroniclers and philo-
sophical historians must needs search for the grounds of their
appreciation; and Dr. Ricliter's chapters in the Demoerat and
Times will be next door to original sources. Under the circum-
stances it does not seem inappropriate to otter two suggestions
to his fellow townsmen.
Among Davenport's numerous literary folk there must be those
with editorial ability and discernment for historieal connections
and significance who eould assemble the cognate matter of the
two series published in the columns of the Democrat and the
Times, eliminate duplieation and redundaney and consolidate the
two into a continuous and comprehensive narrative of the city
and county's growth. If some one does not undertake the task
Dr. Richter's work will probably be substantially lost within the
eoming twenty years beeause of the rapid disintegration of che
pulp paper on which modern eity papers are now printed. Men
with the keenness of appreciation, historieal sense and method-
ical habits of collecting, displayed by Dr. Riehter, do not grow
on every bush and tree roundabout. A stiteh in time saves nine.
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In S.-inta Monica, California^ in tlie custody of his daughter,
Miss Katharine, are the folios of Dr. Hichter's memoranda and
notes, now in storage, representing his garnerings of many years
of painstaking searches in the old files of Davenport's news-
papers, interviews with tlie pioneers of Davenport and Seott
Count}', all or nearly all of whom have passed beyond recall now,
the data assembled and more or less classified. They would be
invaluable to all seeking facts about the history of the eity and
county. It would be both fitting and wise for some of Daven-
port's generous citizens to institute measures to secure by pur-
chase Dr. Riehter's collections and place them in their Public
Library, classify and index them and make them available for
the press, schools and citizens in days to come.
Our state and national governments in recent decades have
spent large sums recovering the historical lore of their people.
Generous sums have been contributed to send men to the north
and south poles, to the heart of Asia, Africa and South and
Central America to search for and bring back geological, zoolog-
ical and archeologieal remains. Our state is spending huge sums
to keep records of cattle, hogs, horses and sheep, and the eul-
ture of grains and fruits. The citizens of Davenport have been
forward in sujiporting their Academy of Science and they are
notibly proud of their Municipal Art Gallery. The data and
analysis and narr.'itive of their industrial, finaneial, governmental,
musical, political, religious and social history are not a whit less
interesting and important.
The purchase of Dr. Riehter's collections is suggested for
what constitutes, it is submitted, an appropriate and sufficient
reason. After the manner of many a true scholar Dr. Riehter
gave himself without stint and gladly to his studies, just as he
gave generously to any one who appealed to him for aid. He
did not always stop prudently to sec whether it would "pay" or
not in the worldh' sense of the term. He served his city with the
fidelity and fervor of a soldier at the front under the injunctions
of a stern and watchful conscience—and he served effectively
and steadily through the best years of his life. Dire eatastrophe
—sueh as no mortal could or would ordinarily foresee or fend
against—struck him down in tlie evening of his life and he was
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unable to secure the one to whom he had eommitted his collec-
tions safe against the accidents of time. The Emersonian law
of compensation was not a mere sentimental observation of the
seer of Concord. I t is a part of the eternal fitness of things.
In consequence it is a part of our great common law and is
known in the familiar parlance of courts as the rule of quantum
meruit.
Dr. Riehter's remaining days were passed quietly amidst the
sunshine and flowers of Southern California, in the home of his
daughter, Mrs. T. C. Murdoch, in Santa Monica. Up to the last,
despite his pliysical liandicaps, lie was active. He was alertly
interested in the world's panorama roundabout him. The cur-
rents and eddies of publie discussion, as of old, probably held
first place in his moments of relaxation. The fuss and splutter
of the throngs in Vanity Fair amused him and lie vented a genial
cynicism upon poor mortals feverishly seeking to compass great
social reforms via the machinery and runways of government.
Although far away he ever remained an Iowan. Not a little of
his daily effort was given to letters to .and from his old friends
and confreres in Davenport. For those old time friends his gen-
erous nature always welled up in good wishes and courteous
tenders of good will if he could further their plans or pleasure.
His books and chapters in his "History" eontinued to be the
magnets that drew forth and held his energy. He was gathering
and assembling data upon the merger of two bunks of liis old
home city when the last eall eame. I t came suddenly, and with
no warning, and with no drawn-out distress. He suffered a para-
lytic stroke. Within a few hours, and witli no notieeable suffer-
ing, his sturdy spirit ceased from labor and departed, Monday,
February 8, 1926.
F'our fine lines of Dryden fitly deseribe the life of the man
whose spirit left that day:
Statesman, yet friend to truth ! of a soul sincere,
In action faithful, and in honor clear;
AVho broke no promise, served no private end;
Who gained no title, and lost no friend.

